
Script: Bloomify  
 
Scene 1:  
 
Animated Intro of Bloomify Logo  

● Fun music with logo intro  
● Pictures of plants on white backdrop  

 
Scene 2:  
Narrator 
 
“Bloomify features living maintenance free plants that are works of art to brighten your space! 
We create and develop a miniature habitat for plants to grow inside one of our many charming 
vessels.”  
Timelapse  

● Music Fades in  
● Cuts to flower blooming for 5 to 6 seconds of timelapse  

 
Scene 3:  
 
Narrator:  
Experience Bloomify’s growth and activity in your home, in the classroom, in your office or really 
any place that you like!  
 
Shots: (none of these shots will change, it will just all be in one location) 
CU: Slider of Woman’s hands putting the plant it in their house. Start movement with women’s 
hands, slider to follow her hands as she puts it down.  
MCU: Slider of Woman’s hands putting it in their house. Start movement with women’s hands, 
slider to follow her hands as she puts it down. 
WS: Plant in home with sunlight either in morning or during sunset  
ECU: Plant in home on shelf 
ECU: Mom showing her child, looking at the plant  
OTS: Mom with child in lap looking at plant 
Side WS: Pan from the side to child sitting in Mom’s lap showing him the plant  
ECU: Plant staged on a desk with books and coloring items  
 
 
Scene 4:  
 
With Bloomify, we make everything Easy! No Burden, No Upkeep! Our advanced gel-soil 
maintains the vitality of the plant making Bloomifys’ plants completely maintenance free! The gel 
contains water and all the nutrients that the plant would need, allowing the plant to slowly draw 
water and nutrients from the gel at the perfect pace, so you never have to feed the plant, EVER! 



 
Shots:  
CU: Scientist Hands: Putting plants in gel soil  
ECU: Scientist examining plants (Holding it up, examining it)  
ECU: Scientist examining plant under light  
MCU Pan: Pan scientist left shoulder to right of holding or planting a seed  
MCU: Pan scientist right of holding or planting a seed to left shoulder 
ECU: Plants in vessels Pan left to Right with slider 
ECU: Pan right to left with slider  
ECU: Focus pull of plants in lightbulds  
MCU: Pan up and down of plants  
MCU: Shots of different plant products  
MCU: Come over the shoulder with scientist holding plant 
ECU: Following MCU same position of scientist holding plant  
ECU: Scientist moving plant into tent  
 
Scene 5:  
Award it as a gift, offer it to a loved one or just get one for yourself!  
 
Scene 6: 
So, what are you waiting for, brighten up your day with Bloomify.  
 
WS: Woman putting product on shelf and walking away  


